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ABSTRACT 46 

 47 

Myelinated axons are constricted at nodes of Ranvier.  These constrictions are important 48 

physiologically because they increase the speed of saltatory nerve conduction, but they also 49 

represent potential bottlenecks for the movement of axonally transported cargoes.  One type of 50 

cargo are neurofilaments, which are abundant space-filling cytoskeletal polymers that function 51 

to increase axon caliber.  Neurofilaments move bidirectionally along axons, alternating between 52 

rapid movements and prolonged pauses.  Strikingly, axon constriction at nodes is accompanied 53 

by a reduction in neurofilament number that can be as much as 10-fold in the largest axons.  To 54 

investigate how neurofilaments navigate these constrictions, we developed a transgenic mouse 55 

strain that expresses a photoactivatable fluorescent neurofilament protein in neurons.  We used 56 

the pulse-escape fluorescence photoactivation technique to analyze neurofilament transport in 57 

mature myelinated axons of tibial nerves from male and female mice of this strain ex vivo.  58 

Fluorescent neurofilaments departed the activated region more rapidly in nodes than in flanking 59 

internodes, indicating that neurofilament transport is faster in nodes.  By computational 60 

modeling, we showed that this nodal acceleration can be explained largely by a local increase in 61 

the duty cycle of neurofilament transport, i.e. the proportion of the time that the neurofilaments 62 

spend moving. We propose that this transient acceleration functions to maintain a constant 63 

neurofilament flux across nodal constrictions, much as the current increases where a river 64 

narrows its banks.  In this way, neurofilaments are prevented from piling up in the flanking 65 

internodes, ensuring a stable neurofilament distribution and uniform axonal morphology across 66 

these physiologically important axonal domains.   67 

  68 
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT 69 

 70 

Myelinated axons are constricted at nodes of Ranvier, resulting in a marked local decrease in 71 

neurofilament number.  These constrictions are important physiologically because they increase 72 

the efficiency of saltatory nerve conduction, but they also represent potential bottlenecks for the 73 

axonal transport of neurofilaments, which move along axons in a rapid intermittent manner. 74 

Imaging of neurofilament transport in mature myelinated axons ex vivo reveals that 75 

neurofilament polymers navigate these nodal axonal constrictions by accelerating transiently, 76 

much as the current increases where a river narrows its banks.   This local acceleration is 77 

necessary to ensure a stable axonal morphology across nodal constrictions, which may explain 78 

the vulnerability of nodes of Ranvier to neurofilament accumulations in neurotoxic neuropathies. 79 

80 
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INTRODUCTION 81 

 82 

The sheaths of myelinated axons are interrupted periodically by short gaps called nodes of 83 

Ranvier which are the site of ion exchange during saltatory propagation of the nerve impulse 84 

(Salzer, 2003; Chang and Rasband, 2013; Nave and Werner, 2014). Intriguingly, axons are 85 

constricted at these sites (Hess and Young, 1952; Berthold, 1978; Rydmark and Berthold, 1983; 86 

Okamura and Tsukita, 1986; Berthold, 1996) in both the central and peripheral nervous system 87 

(Hildebrand, 1971; Fabricius et al., 1993; Hildebrand et al., 1993).  The extent of nodal 88 

constriction is small for narrow axons but increases linearly with internodal axonal diameter, 89 

reaching three-fold for the widest axons, which represents a ten-fold reduction in axonal cross-90 

sectional area (Rydmark, 1981; Sward et al., 1995). Computational modeling of nerve 91 

conduction in myelinated axons has demonstrated that these constrictions are physiologically 92 

important because they reduce the nodal capacitance, thereby lowering the threshold for action 93 

potential generation (Halter and Clark, 1993).  In this way, nodal constrictions minimize the 94 

internodal caliber required to achieve a given target conduction velocity and maximize the 95 

spatial and metabolic efficiency of myelinated axons (Johnson et al., 2015). 96 

 97 

A major influence on the morphology of myelinated axons are neurofilaments, which are space-98 

filing cytoskeletal polymers that function to expand axonal cross-sectional area (Hoffman, 1995). 99 

In large axons, neurofilaments are the most abundant structure in the cytoplasm and occupy 100 

most of the axonal volume (Friede and Samorajski, 1970; Friede et al., 1971).  Electron 101 

microscopy using serial sectioning has shown that the abrupt constriction of myelinated axons 102 

at nodes of Ranvier is accompanied by an equally abrupt decrease in neurofilament number 103 

(Tsukita and Ishikawa, 1981; Reles and Friede, 1991; Price et al., 1993; Hsieh et al., 1994). For 104 

example, in one analysis of three myelinated axons the average reduction of axonal caliber in 105 

the nodes was 82% and the average decrease in neurofilament number was 76% (Price et al., 106 

1990). In contrast, there is no decrease in microtubule number in nodes (Tsukita and Ishikawa, 107 

1981; Reles and Friede, 1991; Hsieh et al., 1994).  Thus, most internodal microtubules extend 108 

continuously through nodes from one internode to the next, whereas most internodal 109 

neurofilaments terminate in the juxtaparanodal regions flanking each node, with only a small 110 

proportion passing through the node (Tsukita and Ishikawa, 1981; Reles and Friede, 1991) (Fig. 111 

1). 112 

 113 
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In addition to their structural role in axons, neurofilaments are cargoes of axonal transport. In 114 

live-cell imaging studies of neurofilament movement in cultured nerve cells these long flexible 115 

polymers move bidirectionally along microtubule tracks at average velocities of ~0.5 μm/s 116 

(Brown, 2000; Wang et al., 2000; Brown, 2014).  In contrast, in radioisotopic pulse-labeling 117 

studies of neurofilament movement in vivo the average transport velocity is much slower, on the 118 

order of millimeters per day (Hoffman and Lasek, 1975; Lasek et al., 1992, 1993).  119 

Computational modeling studies suggests that this apparent discrepancy can be explained by a 120 

stop-and-go model in which the filaments alternate between rapid movements and prolonged 121 

pauses, resulting in slow transport on long time scales (Brown et al., 2005; Li et al., 2012). 122 

 123 

The reduction in neurofilament number at nodal constrictions has consequences for 124 

neurofilament transport and the regulation of axonal morphology because it creates a potential 125 

bottleneck for axonal neurofilament traffic (Okamura and Tsukita, 1986). For example, when 126 

axons are constricted experimentally neurofilaments pile up proximally, which leads to axonal 127 

swelling (LeBeau et al., 1988; Koehnle and Brown, 1999). However, this does not happen at 128 

nodal constrictions. Thus, a key question is how do axons maintain a stable neurofilament 129 

distribution and morphology across nodal constrictions given that the neurofilaments are in 130 

constant flux? To address this, we developed a paGFP-NFM transgenic mouse that expresses 131 

photoactivatable neurofilament protein in neurons and used this mouse to investigate 132 

neurofilament transport across nodes of Ranvier in mature myelinated axons of peripheral 133 

nerves ex vivo. 134 

 135 

   136 
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METHODS 137 

 138 

Molecular cloning 139 

The paGFP-NFM construct that was used for this study encoded photoactivatable green 140 

fluorescent protein (paGFP) connected to the N-terminus of mouse neurofilament protein M 141 

(NFM) by a 25-amino-acid linker.  It was created by sub-cloning mouse NFM cDNA into the 142 

paGFP-C1 vector of Patterson and Lippincott-Schwartz (Patterson and Lippincott-Schwartz, 143 

2002) (Plasmid 11910, Addgene, Cambridge, MA), as described previously (Alami et al., 2009).  144 

To prepare the vector for the generation of transgenic mice, we modified it using PCR and site-145 

directed mutagenesis (Stratagene QuickChangeTM XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit, Agilent 146 

Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).  First, we removed HindIII and EcoRI sites in the linker, 147 

mutating the sequence caagcttcgaattct (HindIII and EcoRI sites underlined) to caagcAtcCaattct 148 

(the EcoRI site was removed for purposes not relevant to this study).  These were silent 149 

changes that did not alter the amino acid sequence (QASNS).  We then introduced two new 150 

HindIII sites.  The first was created by changing the sequence gctagcgcta (NheI site underlined), 151 

located 5’ of the paGFP coding sequence and 3’ of the TATA box and CMV promoter, to 152 

gcAagcTTta (HindIII site underlined).  The other site was created by changing the sequence 153 

acaagagtcc, located 3’ of the SV40 early mRNA polyadenylation (polyA) signal sequence and 154 

mRNA termination site, to acaagCTtcc (HindIII site underlined). The resulting construct 155 

contained the paGFP-NFM and 3’ SV40 polyA signal sequences flanked by HindIII sites and 156 

lacking any intervening HindIII sites. Digestion of this construct with HindIII generated a 3.9 kb 157 

DNA fragment containing the paGFP-NFM and 3’ SV40 polyadenylation signal sequences.  We 158 

then cloned this fragment into the HindIII site of a pBluescript-II-SK(+)-Thy1 vector (Beaulieu et 159 

al., 1999), which contained the promoter, the first exon, the first intron, and the complete 5’ 160 

noncoding region of the second exon of the human thymus cell antigen 1 (Thy1) gene.  This 161 

included the portion (intron 1) of the Thy1 gene that is responsible for expression in neurons 162 

while excluding the portion responsible for expression in non-neuronal cells (Vidal et al., 1990). 163 

The resulting pBluescript-II-SK(+)-Thy1-paGFP-NFM vector (Fig. 2A) drove neuron-specific 164 

expression of the paGFP-NFM photoactivatable fluorescent fusion protein.   165 

 166 

Transgenic mice 167 

To generate Thy1-paGFP-NFM transgenic mice, the pBluescript-II-SK(+)-Thy1-paGFP-NFM 168 

vector was digested with NotI and PvuI. The resulting 7.6 kb linear DNA fragment containing the 169 

Thy1-paGFP-NFM construct was purified by agarose gel electrophoresis using a GenElute Gel 170 
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Extraction Kit (MilliporeSigma, St. Louis, MO) and microinjected into one-cell (C57Bl/6 x C3H)F1 171 

mouse embryos according to standard procedures (Brinster et al., 1981). The genomic 172 

integration of the transgene was confirmed by PCR.  We obtained seven transgenic founders.  173 

Crossing one of these founders with wild type C57Bl/6 mice yielded five F1 transgenics, from 174 

which we established four transgenic lines that exhibited paGFP-NFM expression in the nervous 175 

system.  We selected the line that expressed the highest levels (designated line 254) for this 176 

study. For the mitochondrial imaging, a heterozygous female Thy1-CFP-MitoS mouse (strain 177 

B6.CBA-Tg(Thy1-CFP/COX/8A)S2Lich/J, stock number 006617, commonly referred to  as 178 

“MitoMouse”) was purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) and crossed with a 179 

wild type male C57Bl/6 wild type mouse to establish a colony in our mouse facility.  Both strains 180 

of mice bred well and were maintained heterozygous by crossing with wild type C57Bl/6 mice.  181 

All experiments were performed on heterozygotes.    182 

 183 

PCR genotyping 184 

Mice carrying the Thy1-paGFP-NFM transgene were identified by PCR genotyping of tail DNA 185 

using the following forward and reverse primers designed to amplify a 193 bp DNA fragment 186 

within the Thy1 promoter: 5' atc caa tcg gtg ggt tat ca 3' and 5' gtg gga gag ctg gag aac tg 3'.  187 

For a control, we used the following forward and reverse primers designed to amplify a 497 bp 188 

fragment within the kinesin-1A/KIF5A gene: 5’ gat act cca agg ctg gga aca ta 3’ and 5’ tgt gga 189 

ggt cag agg tca agt 3’ (Xia et al., 2003; Uchida et al., 2009).  Mice carrying the Thy1-190 

CFP/COX/8A transgene were identified by PCR genotyping using the following forward and 191 

reverse primers designed to amplify a 173 bp DNA fragment within CFP: 5' aag ttc atc tgc acc 192 

acc g 3' (Jackson primer oIMR0872) and 5' tcc ttg aag aag atg gtg cg 3' (Jackson primer 193 

oIMR1416).  For a control, we used the following forward and reverse primers designed to 194 

amplify a 324 bp DNA fragment within the interleukin-2 gene: 5' cta ggc cac aga att gaa aga tct 195 

3' (Jackson primer oIMR7338) and 5' gta ggt gga aat tct agc atc atc c 3' (Jackson primer 196 

oIMR7339). 197 

 198 

Tissue isolation for Western blotting 199 

All tissue isolation was performed using heterozygous Thy1-paGFP-NFM mice and wild type 200 

littermates (13 weeks of age). Freshly isolated tissues (spinal cord, cerebrum, cerebellum, lung, 201 

thymus, spleen, kidney, liver, heart, pancreas, small intestine and testis) were chopped 202 

coarsely, frozen in liquid nitrogen, then homogenized immediately in 5 volumes of ice-cold 203 

NDSB buffer using a Teflon-glass homogenizer. Freshly isolated sciatic nerves were pooled and 204 
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frozen in liquid nitrogen, crushed into a fine powder using a Cryo-Press frozen cell crusher 205 

(Microtec Co., Ltd., Chiba, Japan) (Uchida et al., 2001; Uchida et al., 2004), then homogenized 206 

immediately in 1 ml (approximately 30 volumes) of ice-cold NDSB buffer using a Teflon-glass 207 

homogenizer.  The NDSB buffer consisted of 1M NDSB-201 (non-detergent sulfobetaine 201, 208 

MilliporeSigma) in 100 mM HEPES (pH 6.8), 0.5% Triton X-100, 1 mM MgCl2, 5 mM EGTA, 1 209 

mM dithiothreitol, PhosSTOPTM phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (MilliporeSigma; 1 tablet/10 ml 210 

buffer), and a protease inhibitor cocktail containing 2 mM 4-(2-Aminoethyl) benzenesulfonyl 211 

fluoride hydrochloride (AEBSF), 1 μM Pepstatin A, 20 μM Leupeptin, 28 μM E-64, 65 μM 212 

Bestatin, 135 μM TLCK (Tosyl-L-lysyl-chloromethyl ketone hydrochloride), 10 μM calpain 213 

inhibitor I, and 0.15 μM Aprotinin (all components from MilliporeSigma).  The homogenates were 214 

mixed with an equal volume SDS-PAGE sample buffer (2x concentration), sonicated, then 215 

heated in a boiling water bath for 5 min.  216 

 217 

Western blotting 218 

Tissue proteins were resolved by SDS-PAGE using 6% or 7.5% polyacrylamide gels and 219 

transferred to Immobilon PSQ membranes (Millipore, 0.2 μm pore size) using an electrophoretic 220 

tank-blotting apparatus (Bio Craft, Tokyo, Japan).  The membranes were blocked using 221 

OdysseyTM blocking buffer (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE) for 1 hour at room temperature. 222 

The primary antibodies were a phospho-independent mouse monoclonal antibody against NFM 223 

(RMO270, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, 2000-fold dilution; RRID:AB_2315286), a 224 

chicken polyclonal antibody against GFP (ab13970, Abcam, Cambridge, MA, 1000-fold dilution; 225 

RRID:AB_300798) and a mouse monoclonal antibody against beta-tubulin (clone TUB2.1 226 

MilliporeSigma, 1000-fold dilution; RRID: AB_609915). The secondary antibodies were IR 800 227 

donkey anti-chicken IgY (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, 10000-fold dilution) and IR 680 228 

donkey anti-mouse IgG (LI-COR, 20000-fold dilution). The blots were imaged using a LI-COR 229 

Odyssey Infrared Imager.  Quantification was performed by measuring the fluorescence 230 

intensities of the bands on the blots using Fiji software (Schindelin et al., 2012), correcting for 231 

background by subtracting the intensity of adjacent unstained regions in between the bands 232 

within the same lane.   233 

 234 

Isolation of neurofilaments 235 

Neurofilaments were isolated from brain homogenates using the axonal flotation method 236 

(Shelanski et al., 1971).  The brains of Thy1-paGFP-NFM mice or wild type littermates (13 237 

weeks of age) were chopped coarsely and then homogenized in 10 volumes of ice-cold MES 238 
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buffer containing 0.85 M sucrose using a Teflon-glass homogenizer.  The MES buffer consisted 239 

of 100 mM MES (pH6.8), 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 5 mM EGTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol, and the 240 

same phosphatase and protease inhibitor cocktails described above. The suspension was 241 

centrifuged at 300,000 g for 1 hour at 4°C and then the floating layer (containing myelinated 242 

axons) was removed and homogenized in 1 ml of ice-cold NDSB-201 buffer (see above).  The 243 

resulting suspension was layered on top of 1.5 ml of MES buffer containing 0.85 M sucrose and 244 

centrifuged at 300,000xg for 2 hours at 4°C.  The neurofilament-rich pellet was re-suspended in 245 

MES buffer without sucrose and stored frozen. 246 

 247 

Tibial nerve dissection for live imaging 248 

Adult male and female mice were sacrificed using carbon dioxide inhalation followed by cervical 249 

dislocation and then positioned prone with hind paws extended. The age of the mice ranged 250 

from 7-19 weeks for the pulse-escape experiments and 33-35 weeks for the mitochondrial 251 

imaging experiments.  The skin was reflected and the soleus muscle was removed to expose 252 

the tibial nerve, which originates at the knee by trifurcation of the sciatic nerve. The portion of 253 

the tibial nerve extending from the knee to the heel (about 1.5 cm) was excised and then gently 254 

desheathed in oxygenated saline under dark-field illumination and 8-16x magnification using #5 255 

forceps and a minutien pin. Great care was taken to minimize handling and avoid stretching the 256 

nerve as much as possible during the dissection and desheathing.  257 

 258 

Oxygenated saline 259 

The oxygenated saline solution contained of 98 mM NaCl, 1 mM KCl, 2 mM KH2PO4, 1 mM 260 

MgSO4, 1.5 mM CaCl2, 5.6 mM D-glucose, 24 mM NaHCO3 (Breuer et al., 1987).  Oxygenation 261 

was achieved by bubbling with 95% O2/5% CO2 for at least 30 minutes prior to use.  The final 262 

pH was 7.4.  To inhibit glycolysis, we substituted deoxyglucose for D-glucose and added 0.5 263 

mM sodium iodoacetate (MilliporeSigma), which is an inhibitor of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 264 

dehydrogenase (Schmidt and Dringen, 2009).  Iodoacetate acts by alkylation of thiol groups so 265 

it could potentially affect the activity of other enzymes such as molecular motors, but this was 266 

not a concern for our experiments because we simply used it to confirm that there was no 267 

contribution of passive diffusion to the pulse escape kinetics. 268 

 269 

Microscopy and imaging 270 

Desheathed nerves were transferred to a Bioptechs FCS2 closed-system temperature-271 

controlled imaging chamber (Bioptechs Inc., Butler, PA), keeping track of the proximal-distal 272 
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orientation.  In the assembled chamber, the nerve was sandwiched between a thermally 273 

conductive microaqueduct slide on top and a #1.5 thickness glass coverslip on bottom, 274 

separated by a 0.1 mm-thick silicone gasket.  The chamber volume was about 70 μl.  The 275 

silicone gasket was thin enough that the nerve was squeezed gently between the top and 276 

bottom glass plates, which helped to minimize movement during perfusion.  After mounting on 277 

the microscope stage, the chamber was perfused with oxygenated saline at a rate of 0.264 278 

ml/min (about 4 chamber volumes per minute) using a syringe pump (Orion Sage Instruments, 279 

ThermoFisher Scientific). The saline was warmed prior to entering the imaging chamber using 280 

an inline solution heater (Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT).  The nerves were observed by 281 

bright-field, differential interference contrast or wide-field epifluorescence microscopy on a 282 

Nikon TiE inverted microscope using a Nikon 100x/1.4NA Plan Apo VC oil immersion objective 283 

for up to 180 minutes post-mortem. For bright-field imaging we used a 0.52NA long working 284 

distance condenser.  Movies were acquired at approximately 10 frames per second using 100 285 

millisecond exposures.  In a limited number of experiments, we used a low-profile Warner 286 

instruments RC-30HV closed-system temperature-controlled imaging chamber and a 1.5NA oil 287 

immersion condenser to obtain better resolution. For fluorescence imaging, we attenuated the 288 

epi-illumination from the mercury arc lamp 4-fold using neutral density filters.  To image the 289 

Thy1-paGFP-NFM nerves we used an ET-GFP filter set (Filter set number 49002, Chroma 290 

Technology, Brattleboro, VT).  To image the Thy1-CFP-MitoS nerves we used an ET-ECFP 291 

filter set (Filter set number 49001, Chroma Technology, Brattleboro, VT). In all cases, we 292 

avoided areas that were within approximately 1 mm of the cut ends (5 fields of view through the 293 

eyepieces). To obtain the best image quality, we focused on axons that were located on the 294 

bottom surface of the nerve, immediately adjacent to the glass coverslip.  Thus, all our analyses 295 

were confined to axons at the periphery of the nerve. Images were acquired using a CoolSNAP 296 

HQ cooled CCD camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ) and MetaMorph™ software (Molecular 297 

Devices, Downingtown, PA).  The perfusion pump was stopped temporarily during imaging to 298 

maximize the stability of the preparation during image acquisition.  Freshly dissected brains 299 

were sliced manually using a razor blade, lightly fixed in 4% formaldehyde in phosphate 300 

buffered saline containing 1% sucrose, and then imaged using a Leica MZ16FA fluorescence 301 

stereomicroscope with a violet filter and a 1.0x Plan Apo objective.  At this magnification, the 302 

paGFP was excited by the violet light without being photoconverted.   303 

 304 
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Analysis of mitochondrial movement 305 

To analyze mitochondrial movement in tibial nerves from adult Thy1-mitoS-CFP transgenic mice 306 

(Misgeld et al., 2007) we acquired time-lapse movies of 2 minutes duration at 0.82 s time 307 

intervals using 0.5 s exposures (approximately 147 frames per movie).  About 30% of the axons 308 

expressed CFP, corresponding to about 4 axons per field of view.  For each axon that contained 309 

fluorescent mitochondria, we drew three lines perpendicular to the long axis of the axon, one 310 

midway along its length and the others about 13 μm apart on either side.  We then stepped 311 

through the videos manually frame-by-frame and counted the number of mitochondria that 312 

crossed each line in either the anterograde or retrograde direction and averaged the numbers 313 

for the three lines for each axon.  314 

 315 

Photoactivation 316 

paGFP-NFM was photoactivated in nodes and internodes by illumination with violet light for 6 317 

seconds using a Mosaic Digital Diaphragm multi-mirror array device (Andor Technology, 318 

Belfast, UK) equipped with a secondary mercury arc lamp light source (Olympus America, 319 

Center Valley, PA) and controlled using the Targeted Illumination drop-in in the MetaMorph™ 320 

software.  Light from the Nikon microscope mercury arc lamp and the Mosaic Digital Diaphragm 321 

was introduced into the epi-illumination light path using a 450 nm short-pass dichroic mirror that 322 

transmits in the violet and reflects in the blue, and was directed to the specimen using a 495 nm 323 

long-pass dichroic mirror (Chroma Technology) in the filter turret.  For subsequent observation 324 

and imaging of the activated green fluorescence, we used an ET-GFP filter cube. 325 

 326 

Pulse-escape experiments 327 

A single node of Ranvier was located and centered in the field of view. Typically, we found 328 

about a dozen suitable nodes in each preparation. To confirm the health of the preparation, we 329 

routinely acquired movies under bright-field illumination using streaming acquisition. We were 330 

only able to detect the movement of the most refractile organelles using this approach, but we 331 

used this as an index of the overall health of the preparation. To reduce background 332 

autofluorescence prior to photoactivation, we photobleached the entire field by exposing it to 333 

blue light for 10-20 seconds using the ET-GFP fluorescence filter cube.  Then we focused on 334 

the axon of interest under bright-field illumination, acquired a pre-activation image of the paGFP 335 

fluorescence using the ET-GFP fluorescence filter cube, and used the Mosaic Digital Diaphragm 336 

to photoactivate the fluorescence in the node.  The activated region was 5.5 μm (85 pixels) in 337 

length and wide enough to encompass the entire width of the axon. We acquired an image of 338 
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the paGFP fluorescence immediately after activation and then at intervals over a period of 30 or 339 

60 minutes after activation, refocusing under bright-field prior to each image acquisition. All 340 

exposures were 1 second in duration.  All photobleaching and photoactivation was performed 341 

using the maximum unattenuated illumination from the mercury arc lamp of the Mosaic Digital 342 

Diaphragm whereas all imaging of the activated fluorescence was performed using a 4-fold 343 

attenuation of the mercury arc lamp of the Nikon microscope.  After completing the pulse-344 

escape run in the node, we moved into one of the flanking internodes and repeated the entire 345 

procedure there using an activated region of identical length.  To ensure that the fluorescent 346 

neurofilaments leaving the nodal activated region did not contribute to the fluorescence of the 347 

internodal activated region, we spaced the internodal region at least 250 μm from the nodal 348 

region. For pulse-escape experiments in the presence of inhibitors of glycolysis, axons were 349 

activated after 20-30 minutes in the inhibitors, which is the time that it took to observe a 350 

reduction in organelle movement. 351 

 352 

Measurement of fluorescence intensities 353 

The intensity of the activated paGFP fluorescence was measured using MetaMorph™ software. 354 

For each pulse-escape time series, a rectangular region of interest (ROI) was drawn manually 355 

around the photoactivated region in the image acquired immediately after activation and the 356 

fluorescence intensity in this region was measured for each time point in the time series, as well 357 

as in the pre-activation image. To correct for background fluorescence, we subtracted the 358 

intensity in the region of interest of the pre-activation image from all subsequent post-activation 359 

images. The resulting background-corrected intensities were then corrected for photobleaching.  360 

To calibrate the rate of photobleaching, we acquired images of the photoactivated paGFP 361 

fluorescence in rapid succession and then quantified the fluorescence decay.  The 362 

photobleaching kinetics were exponential, with a loss of 0.5% per second of exposure using 4-363 

fold attenuation of the exciting light (data not shown).  The data were expressed as intensity per 364 

linear pixel by dividing the measured intensity by the axial length of the region of interest. 365 

 366 

Measurement of axonal caliber and relative neurofilament content 367 

After both the node and internode pulse-escape runs were complete, the node was re-centered 368 

in the field of view and the entire length of the axon within the field of view was activated and 369 

imaged in order to quantify the morphology and relative neurofilament content in the paranodal 370 

and juxtaparanodal regions.  Axon diameter was measured using the Calipers tool in the 371 

MetaMorph™ software.  Cross-sectional area was calculated from the diameter assuming that 372 
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the axons were cylindrical in shape.  The relative neurofilament content of the nodal, paranodal, 373 

juxtaparanodal and internodal regions were calculated based on the relative fluorescence 374 

intensities, quantified as described above.   375 

 376 

Experimental design and statistical analysis 377 

All experiments and observations were repeated to ensure reproducibility.  Both male and 378 

female mice were used and no gender-specific differences were observed.  The fluorescence 379 

images of the wild type and Thy1-paGFP-NFM mouse brains in Fig. 2 were representative of 380 

independent observations on the brains of five different pairs of mice.  The Western blots and 381 

CBBR-stained gels in Fig. 3 were each representative of the results obtained from at least three 382 

independent experiments (i.e. at least three pairs of age-matched transgenic and wild type 383 

mice) with the exception of the Western blot in Fig. 3E, which was representative of the results 384 

obtained from two independent experiments (two pairs of age-matched wild type and transgenic 385 

mice).  The linear regression analysis in Fig. 5 was performed in Kaleidagraph (Synergy 386 

Software, Reading, PA).  Statistical analysis of the pulse-escape kinetics in Figs. 8 and 9 was 387 

performed in Microsoft Excel at each time point using a two-tailed t test for paired samples or a 388 

two-tailed t test for independent samples with unequal variances, as indicated in the figure 389 

legends.  Sample sizes and exact p values are reported in the figure legends. 390 

 391 

Mathematical modeling 392 

Assuming a stable distribution of neurofilament content  across the nodes of Ranvier, i.e. a 393 

content that does not change with time, the flux  of neurofilaments across the nodes must also 394 

be a constant. If it was not, the influx would not match the efflux and consequently there would 395 

be an accumulation or a depletion of neurofilaments with time. This can be expressed simply as 396 

an equation of continuity for neurofilament flow, i.e. 397 

 398 

  (Eq. 1) 399 

 400 

where  and denote the average neurofilament velocities in the node and 401 

internode, respectively, and  and  denote the corresponding neurofilament 402 

content.  Thus , which can be determined experimentally as 403 

the ratio of the neurofilament fluorescence intensity in the internode to that in the node.  404 

 405 
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In order to extract the values of the average neurofilament velocities  and in 406 

nodes and internodes including the corresponding kinetic rate constants, we simulated 407 

neurofilament movement in pulse-escape experiments using computational modeling and 408 

determined the kinetic parameters that resulted in a best fit of the model to the experimental 409 

data. The method is described in detail in a previous publication (Li et al., 2014).  Briefly, we 410 

used a cargo-based “stop-and-go” transport model in which each neurofilament moves 411 

anterogradely or retrogradely in bursts of rapid intermittent movement interrupted by long 412 

pauses (Jung and Brown, 2009). Such kinetics are captured in a mathematical model with six 413 

states: anterograde and retrograde moving states " " and ” " (in which the neurofilaments move 414 

with anterograde and retrograde velocities  and ), short term pausing states " " and " ” (in 415 

which the neurofilaments pause on a time scale of seconds to minutes), and off-track states " " 416 

and " ” (in which the neurofilaments pause persistently on a time scale of hours). 417 

Mathematically this model is described by the following set of partial differential equations:  418 

 419 

  420 

  421 

  422 

  423 

     424 

  ,  (Eq. 2) 425 

 426 

where  denote the densities of the neurofilaments in the kinetic states, 427 

 and  are the rate constants that described the transitions between these 428 

states,  denotes distance along the axon, and  and  denote the anterograde and retrograde 429 

velocities of the moving filaments.  A schematic of the states and rate constants is shown in Fig. 430 

11B.   We have shown previously that this model successfully mimics the movement of single 431 

neurofilaments on time scale of seconds or minutes (Brown et al., 2005) as well as the transport 432 

of large ensembles of neurofilaments on a time scale of weeks or months (Jung and Brown, 433 

2009). 434 

 435 
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The reversal rates are by far the smallest of the rates and have been estimated to be on the 436 

order of (Jung and Brown, 2009). This means that within the short duration of our pulse-437 

escape experiments, reversals can be neglected. For anterograde and retrograde velocities, we 438 

assumed  and , which fall within the range of our published 439 

measurements in cultured neurons (Wang et al., 2000; Wang and Brown, 2001; Uchida and 440 

Brown, 2004; Alami et al., 2009; Uchida et al., 2009). 441 

  442 

Activating the neurofilaments in an axonal window of length , the model described in (Eq. 2) 443 

predicts the decay of fluorescence in that window due to the departure of neurofilaments. At 444 

short times (i.e. immediately after photo-activation), the relative fluorescence within the 445 

activation window /  decays linear with time (Li et al., 2014), i.e.   446 

 447 

      , (Eq. 3) 448 

 449 

where  is the fluorescence intensity at time ,  is the fluorescence intensity immediately 450 

after activation, and is the initial slope of the decay curve, which is proportional to the average 451 

neurofilament velocity  given by 452 

 453 

   , (Eq. 4) 454 

 455 

and inversely proportional to the length of the activation window , with  456 

 457 

 ,  ,  .     (Eq. 5) 458 

 459 

At long times, the fluorescence decays exponentially, i.e.  460 

 461 

  , (Eq. 6) 462 

 463 

where the decay constant  and  can be obtained by an exponential fit of the fluorescent 464 

decay at long times. Given a set of values for  and  and hence , the value of 465 

the initial slope  constrains the ratio  (see Eq. 3), and the value of  subsequently 466 

determines  and  as a function of  and .  To match the experimental data, we 467 

scanned the entire two-dimensional plane of values of  and to determine the best fit of the 468 
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entire decay curve by the model.  In order to find simultaneously the best fit to both fluorescent 469 

decay curves obtained from the nodal and internodal pulse-escape experiments, we allowed 470 

each individual slope  and  to vary under the constraint 471 

 and determined the set of rate constants for both 472 

fluorescent decay curves that minimized the sum of the errors of each curve.     473 

 474 

The fraction of the time spent in the various kinetic states and the average pause duration and 475 

run times were calculated from the rate constants using algebraic expressions derived in Jung & 476 

Brown (2009) and  Li et al. (2014), i.e. 477 

 478 

  ,    ,   479 

  ,    ,   , (Eq. 7) 480 

 481 

where  ,  and  are the fraction of time spent of pausing on and off track and moving, 482 

respectively, and  ,   and  are the average durations of the on-track 483 

pauses, off-track pauses and runs, respectively. 484 

 485 

486 
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RESULTS 487 

 488 

Thy1-paGFP-NFM transgenic mice 489 

 490 

Heterozygous Thy1-paGFP-NFM mice appeared healthy, were similar in size and weight to wild 491 

type siblings, and bred normally (Fig. 2B).  The animals were genotyped by PCR using primers 492 

that amplified a portion of the GFP coding sequence.  Freshly dissected and sliced brains from 493 

transgenic mice exhibited green fluorescence under violet illumination when compared to wild 494 

type siblings.  The fluorescence was brightest in the axon tracts of the anterior commissure, 495 

fornix and corpus callosum, with fainter diffuse fluorescence in other brain regions including the 496 

cerebral cortex, cerebellar white matter and brain stem (Fig. 2C) as well as in the optic nerve 497 

and tract (not shown).  This is consistent with an enrichment of the paGFP-NFM fusion protein 498 

in axons.  499 

 500 

To further characterize the expression of the transgene, we performed Western blotting on total 501 

protein extracts and enriched neurofilament preparations from tissues of age-matched wild type 502 

and heterozygous Thy1-paGFP-NFM transgenic mice.  Antibodies specific for NFM detected a 503 

prominent band in neuronal tissues with an apparent molecular weight of approximately 504 

140,000, which corresponds to endogenous NFM.  In neuronal tissues from heterozygous 505 

transgenic mice, we also detected a second band with an apparent molecular weight of 506 

approximately 170,000.  This is consistent with the expected molecular weight of the paGFP-507 

NFM fusion protein (Mw 140,000 NFM + Mw  27,000 paGFP + Mw 3,000 linker).  Double-staining 508 

with an antibody specific for GFP confirmed that this band was the paGFP-NFM fusion protein 509 

(Fig. 3A).  The fusion protein was expressed in cerebrum, cerebellum, spinal cord, and sciatic 510 

nerve (Fig. 3C) but absent in lung, thymus, spleen, kidney and liver (Fig. 3E).  The fusion 511 

protein was also absent in heart, pancreas, small intestine and testis (data not shown).  512 

Quantification of the relative intensities of the NFM and paGFP-NFM bands on the NFM blots 513 

revealed that the transgene was expressed at approximately 94% of the endogenous protein 514 

level in cerebrum, 33% in cerebellum, 7% in spinal cord and 1.6% in sciatic nerve.  The 515 

quantification for the sciatic nerve is shown in Fig. 3D.  The expression level in brain was high 516 

enough to detect by Coomassie protein staining (Fig. 3B).  Thus, the transgene is expressed in 517 

a neuron-specific manner, with relatively high expression in brain and relatively low expression 518 

in peripheral nerve. 519 

 520 
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Viability of tibial nerve axons ex vivo  522 

 523 

Previous work has shown that the axonal transport of membranous organelles can be imaged in 524 

myelinated axons of freshly isolated peripheral nerves (Breuer et al., 1987; Smith, 1989; Smith 525 

and Bisby, 1993; Viancour and Kreiter, 1993; Milde et al., 2014).  To do this, we excised 10-526 

15mm segments of the tibial nerve from adult mice and maintained the nerves on the 527 

microscope stage in a closed-bath imaging chamber with constant perfusion of oxygenated 528 

saline as described in the Methods.  After severing, the cut ends of axons constrict and the 529 

membrane reseals by a Ca++ and SNARE-dependent vesicular fusion repair mechanism (Bloom 530 

and Morgan, 2011; Spaeth et al., 2012), which permits the axons to remain viable for several 531 

hours.  Myelinated axons were readily apparent using bright-field microscopy due to the 532 

refractility of the myelin sheaths (Fig. 6A).  To obtain the best image quality, we confined our 533 

analyses to axons lying at the surface of the nerve against the glass coverslip.  While tibial 534 

nerves contain both motor and sensory axons, previous studies have shown that the vast 535 

majority of the superficial large axons are motor axons, so it is likely that most of the axons that 536 

we analyzed are motor axons (Marinkovic et al., 2012). 537 

 538 

To confirm the viability of the preparation, we imaged mitochondrial motility in tibial nerves from 539 

adult Thy1-CFP-mitoS transgenic mice (Misgeld et al., 2007; Gilley et al., 2012; Marinkovic et 540 

al., 2012; Mar et al., 2014).  These mice express the mitochondrial targeting signal of human 541 

cytochrome c oxidase subunit 8A fused to the N-terminus of Cyan Fluorescent Protein (CFP) 542 

under the control of neuron-specific elements of the mouse Thy1 promoter.  This results in cyan 543 

fluorescent mitochondria in a broad range of neurons including approximately 30% of the 544 

superficial myelinated axons in the tibial nerve.  Fig. 4 shows excerpts of a representative time-545 

lapse movie showing moving and stationary mitochondria.  Regression analysis revealed no 546 

decline in either anterograde or retrograde mitochondrial motility over a 180-minute period (Fig. 547 

5). Thus, the nerves remained viable on the microscope stage for at least three hours post-548 

mortem. A similar finding has been reported using bright-field imaging of organelle movement in 549 

axons of rat sciatic nerve (Viancour and Kreiter, 1993). 550 

 551 

Pulse-escape experiments 552 

 553 

Illumination of the tibial nerve axons from adult Thy1-paGFP-NFM transgenic mice with violet 554 

light always resulted in photoactivation of paGFP-NFM fluorescence, indicating that the 555 
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transgene was expressed ubiquitously in the neurons that form the large myelinated axons in 556 

this nerve. Single neurofilaments could not be detected due the high neurofilament packing 557 

density (filaments spaced tens of nanometers apart, well below the diffraction limit) as well as 558 

the low expression level of the transgene.  However, the high neurofilament content of these 559 

axons permitted a strong photoactivated signal overall.     560 

 561 

Since the extent of nodal constriction (i.e. the ratio of internodal to nodal cross-sectional area) 562 

increases with increasing internodal caliber (Rydmark, 1981; Sward et al., 1995), we selected 563 

only the largest axons (>3 μm in internodal diameter) for the present study.  Previous studies 564 

have shown that neurofilaments occupy most of the volume of myelinated axons, with their 565 

number increasing in proportion to axonal cross-sectional area (Friede and Samorajski, 1970).  566 

An axon with an internodal diameter of 6 μm contains about 5,000 neurofilaments in cross-567 

section (Reles and Friede, 1991; Elder et al., 1999).  Thus, activation of the neurofilament 568 

fluorescence made the entire axon fluorescent and revealed the axonal shape. In internodal 569 

regions the axons were fairly uniform in diameter (Fig. 6A-D), narrowing slightly at regions of 570 

compression such as Schwann cell nuclei and Schmidt-Lanterman clefts (Price et al., 1990).  In 571 

contrast, at nodes of Ranvier the axons expanded slightly in the juxta-paranodal regions and 572 

then narrowed abruptly in the paranodes, resulting in a marked reduction of axonal cross-573 

sectional area within the nodal and flanking paranodal regions (Fig. 6E-H).    574 

 575 

To compare the axonal transport of neurofilaments in nodes and internodes, we used the 576 

fluorescence photoactivation pulse-escape technique, which we developed previously to study 577 

neurofilament transport in cultured nerve cells (Trivedi et al., 2007; Alami et al., 2009; Li et al., 578 

2014; Monsma et al., 2014).   This is a population-based approach in which photoactivation is 579 

used to mark the axonal neurofilaments in a short segment of axon and then the transport 580 

kinetics of the fluorescent filaments are determined by computational modeling of the kinetics of 581 

their departure from the activated region (Li et al., 2014).  To apply this method for the current 582 

study, we located nodes of Ranvier of large myelinated axons (internodal diameter >3μm) under 583 

bright-field illumination. For each axon, we first photoactivated the neurofilaments in the node 584 

(length of activated region=5.5 μm) and tracked the loss of fluorescence by acquiring images at 585 

intervals over a period of 30 or 60 minutes.   We then moved several fields of view into a 586 

flanking internode along the same axon and repeated this analysis there using the same 587 

approach.  Thus the kinetics in each node could be compared to a contiguous internode along 588 
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the same axon.  Note that for simplicity we refer to the constricted region of the axon as the 589 

node though technically it includes both the node and flanking paranodal regions (Fig. 1).   590 

 591 

Fig. 7 shows images from a pulse-escape experiment.  The intensities of the images were 592 

scaled identically to permit comparison between the node and internode.   The intensity and 593 

width of the activated region immediately after activation (t=0) was much greater in the 594 

internode than the node because internodes contain many more neurofilaments and have a 595 

much larger axon diameter.  Over time, the proximal and distal edges of the activated regions 596 

blurred and the intensity of the activated regions decreased due to the intermittent bidirectional 597 

movement of the fluorescent neurofilaments, as we have observed previously for myelinated 598 

axons in cell culture (Monsma et al., 2014). After 60 minutes, the fluorescence remaining in the 599 

nodes was barely detectable, whereas significant fluorescence remained in the flanking 600 

internodes (e.g. compare Fig. 7G and O).    601 

 602 

Fig. 8 shows the results of our quantitative analysis of the pulse-escape kinetics in contiguous 603 

nodes and internodes of 10 axons.  There was considerable variation in the kinetics from one 604 

axon to another, which may reflect the heterogeneity of the axons in these mixed nerves.  605 

However, in every case the fluorescence declined faster in the node than in the corresponding 606 

contiguous internode (e.g.  Fig. 8A-D).  As reported previously, the kinetics were biphasic and 607 

could be approximated by a double-exponential decay function (Trivedi et al., 2007; Li et al., 608 

2014).  On average, the initial slope of the decay was about 8-fold greater in the node than the 609 

internode, and the proportion of the fluorescence that had departed the activated region after 30 610 

minutes was approximately 2-fold greater (Fig. 8E).  This indicates that on average the 611 

neurofilaments were more mobile in the nodes than in the flanking internodes.  As we have 612 

shown in cultured neurons, there was no loss of fluorescence in nerves that were exposed to 613 

inhibitors of glycolysis (Fig. 9). This confirms that the loss of fluorescence from the activated 614 

regions was an active transport process and that there was no contribution of diffusion to the 615 

pulse-escape kinetics (Trivedi et al., 2007; Monsma et al., 2014). 616 

 617 

Morphometric analysis 618 

 619 

Since neurofilaments are distributed throughout large myelinated axons, the images of the 620 

photoactivated fluorescence can be used to measure the axon morphology.  Fig. 10 shows the 621 

morphometric data for the axons analyzed using the pulse-escape method in Fig. 8. The 622 
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average length of the nodal constrictions, which included the node and flanking paranodes, was 623 

7.2 μm (min=5.9 μm, max=8.6 μm, n=10; data not shown).  The internodal diameter of the 624 

axons ranged from 3.5 to 6.1 μm (average=4.4 μm, n=10) and the nodal diameter ranged from 625 

1.3 to 2.3 μm (average=1.7 μm, n=10).  Assuming a circular cross-section, this corresponded to 626 

a 6.4-fold decrease in average axonal cross-sectional area, from 15.7 to 2.5 μm2.  In 627 

comparison, the average intensity of the paGFP fluorescence decreased from 2298 to 304 628 

(arbitrary fluorescence units).  Assuming that the paGFP fluorescence is proportional to 629 

neurofilament number, this corresponds to a 7.6-fold decrease in neurofilament content (Fig. 630 

10C).  Note that the axons were enlarged in the juxtaparanodal regions proximal and distal to 631 

each node (Fig. 10A), but this enlargement was not accompanied by an increase in 632 

neurofilament content (Fig. 10C).  This juxtaparanodal enlargement is a characteristic feature of 633 

myelinated axons (Lubinska, 1954) and appears to be caused by the accumulation of 634 

membranous organelles proximal and distal to the nodes (Armstrong et al., 1987; Berthold et 635 

al., 1993; Fabricius et al., 1993).  636 

 637 

Kinetic analysis 638 

 639 

Neurofilament transport across a node of Ranvier may be considered analogous to fluid flow 640 

within a tube.  In fluid dynamics, flow is governed by the Continuity Equation which states that 641 

the mass of a fluid must be conserved across a local narrowing, resulting in an increase in the 642 

rate of flow.  Thus, if we define the neurofilament content in the node and internode as  and 643 

 then the ratio of the neurofilament velocities in the node and internode is constrained 644 

by .  For the myelinated axons analyzed in the pulse-escape 645 

photoactivation experiments above, this is given by the ratio of the average fluorescence 646 

intensities measured immediately after photoactivation, i.e.  (Fig. 10C). 647 

 648 

We previously derived a mathematical description of the pulse-escape decay kinetics in terms of 649 

a 6-state kinetic model of neurofilament transport, allowing us to extract kinetic parameters of 650 

neurofilament transport from pulse-escape experiments (Li et al., 2014).  Here, we used this 651 

approach to analyze the neurofilament transport kinetics in nodes and internodes.  We 652 

simulated pulse-escape experiments with 5.5 μm activation windows and systematically varied 653 

the kinetic parameters   and  as described in the Methods to find the best match 654 

of the model-based simulations to the average pulse-escape kinetics in Fig. 8E, constrained by 655 

.  Fig. 11A shows the resulting best fits of the model to 656 
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the experimental data, Fig. 11B depicts the states and rate constants of the model, Fig. 11C 657 

shows the estimated values of the kinetic rate constants, and Fig. 11D shows the average 658 

pause times, percent time pausing and velocities calculated from these rate constants (Li et al., 659 

2014).  The calculations suggest that the nodal neurofilaments spent more than twice their time 660 

on track (47% on track in nodes, 23% in internodes), with a 7.6-fold increase in the proportion of 661 

the time that they spent moving (3.6% in nodes, 0.47% in internodes) in spite of a 47% increase 662 

in the average duration of the on-track pauses,  (2.2 min in nodes, 1.5 min in internodes).  663 

Comparison of the calculated average pause times suggests that this change was due largely to 664 

a 36% decrease in the average duration of the off-track pauses,   (61 min in nodes, 95 665 

min in internodes), which is the dominant kinetic state for neurofilaments, and a 5.5-fold 666 

increase in the average run time (11 s in nodes, 2 s in internodes).   Thus, neurofilaments spend 667 

more time engaged with their microtubule tracks in nodes, with longer (i.e. more persistent) runs 668 

and shorter off-track pauses.   669 

 670 

Since neurofilament transport is bidirectional, the net velocity is dependent on the balance of 671 

anterograde and retrograde movements, which is governed by the ratio of the reversal rate 672 

constants in our model, specifically , where (Eq. 4).  The reversal 673 

rates  and  cannot be determined from our pulse-escape kinetics because measurements 674 

of the loss of fluorescence are blind to the direction of neurofilament departure (Li et al., 2014).  675 

Thus, we cannot determine the net transport velocity in the node and internode, only the ratio of 676 

the velocities in these two domains.  However, we have previously estimated the reversal rate 677 

constants in mouse sciatic nerve to be  and  based on 678 

computational modeling of radiosiotopic pulse labeling experiments (Jung and Brown, 2009).  679 

Assuming that these values also apply to tibial nerve, we calculate an average neurofilament 680 

transport velocity of 0.11 mm/day in the internodes of tibial nerve axons, increasing to 0.83 681 

mm/day in the nodes.  This estimate for the internodal neurofilament transport velocity is similar 682 

to experimental measurements of overall neurofilament transport velocity in distal sciatic nerve 683 

by radioisotopic pulse-labeling (0.12 mm/day; Xu and Tung, 2001). 684 

 685 

In summary, this analysis suggests that neurofilaments spend a large fraction (99.5%) of their 686 

time pausing as they move through internodes, engaging in brief bouts of rapid movement 687 

interrupted by prolonged pauses. When they enter a node, the frequency and duration of these 688 

bouts of movement increases transiently, resulting in a higher average velocity.  689 

 690 
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DISCUSSION 692 

 693 

We described a novel Thy1-paGFP-NFM transgenic mouse line that permits analysis of 694 

neurofilament transport in mature adult myelinated axons.  We used ex vivo imaging of tibial 695 

nerves from these mice to explore how neurofilaments navigate nodes of Ranvier, where local 696 

constriction of the axon presents a potential bottleneck for neurofilament transport.  Our data 697 

indicate that neurofilaments navigate these nodal constrictions by accelerating transiently.   698 

 699 

The notion that nodal constrictions represent bottlenecks for axonal transport was first proposed 700 

several decades ago (Okamura, 1986; Armstrong, 1987; Zimmermann, 1996).  In support of this 701 

notion, live cell imaging studies on organelle movement in axons have revealed that large 702 

organelles frequently stall in juxtaparanodal regions (Cooper and Smith, 1974), and electron 703 

microscopic studies have revealed that axonally transported organelles tend to accumulate 704 

proximal and distal to nodes (Armstrong et al., 1987; Berthold et al., 1993; Fabricius et al., 705 

1993).  Since neurofilaments are also cargoes of axonal transport and occupy most of the 706 

axonal volume in large myelinated axons, any interruption in their transport would also be 707 

expected to cause them to accumulate and distort the axonal morphology.  For example, when 708 

axons are constricted experimentally, neurofilaments pile up at the site of the constriction 709 

leading to gross swelling of the axon (LeBeau et al., 1988; Koehnle and Brown, 1999). However, 710 

neurofilament accumulations are not observed adjacent to nodes in healthy axons.  This 711 

conundrum was noted by Okamura & Tsukita (1986) and Reles & Friede (1991), who 712 

speculated that it could be explained if neurofilaments move faster through nodes or if they 713 

disassemble and reassemble reversibly on either side of nodes.  Our present study provides 714 

experimental support for a local acceleration.  We propose that this allows neurofilaments to 715 

navigate the narrow confines of nodal constrictions without accumulating in the juxtaparanodal 716 

regions, thereby ensuring that myelinated axons maintain a stable morphology across these 717 

physiologically important structures.  718 

 719 

Several laboratories have performed live imaging of organelle movement using fluorescence 720 

microscopy of mouse peripheral nerves ex vivo (Misgeld et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2010; Gilley 721 

et al., 2012; Marinkovic et al., 2012; Milde et al., 2014) and in vivo (Gibbs et al., 2016), but the 722 

present study represents the first imaging of slow axonal transport using this approach.  Though 723 

we excised the nerve from the animal for the present study, the preparation remained vital for at 724 

least 3 hours.  In future studies the Thy1-paGFP-NFM mouse could also be used to image 725 
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neurofilament transport in vivo.  In principle, it is possible that the incorporation of the paGFP-726 

NFM fluorescent fusion protein into the filaments could alter their transport kinetics, such as by 727 

altering their interactions with the transport machinery.  This is a potential concern for all 728 

fluorescence imaging studies on neurofilament transport, including our studies in cultured 729 

neurons, but we believe that it is mitigated to a great extent in our present study by the very low 730 

expression level of the paGFP-NFM transgene in peripheral nerves, which we estimated to be 731 

~1.6% of the endogenous NFM protein.  Thus, we believe that the kinetics that we observed in 732 

our transgenic mice ex vivo should be a close approximation of the kinetics in wild type mice in 733 

vivo. 734 

 735 

Although nodal constrictions are important for neuronal function (Halter and Clark, 1993; 736 

Johnson et al., 2015), it is not clear how their morphology is generated and maintained. Mice 737 

lacking neurofilaments exhibit a 50% reduction in average axon caliber, but still develop nodal 738 

constrictions (Perrot et al., 2007). Thus, the decrease in neurofilament number in nodes 739 

appears to be a consequence, not a cause, of nodal constrictions. Price et al. (1990, 1993) 740 

proposed that nodal constrictions result from local compression by the myelinating cells, and 741 

Zimmermann (1996) proposed that such forces could be generated by actomyosin-dependent 742 

contraction of the paranodal loops. Alternatively, nodal constrictions could be established and 743 

maintained by intrinsic forces exerted by the sub-membranous axonal cytoskeleton (Susuki et 744 

al., 2016).   745 

 746 

Neurofilaments accumulate abnormally in the axons and/or cell bodies of neurons in many 747 

neurodegenerative and neurotoxic disorders and this is thought to be caused by alterations in 748 

neurofilament transport (De Vos et al., 2008; Millecamps and Julien, 2013).  Intriguingly, studies 749 

on rodent models have revealed that these accumulations often appear proximal to nodes of 750 

Ranvier (e.g. Griffin et al., 1982; Jones and Cavanagh, 1983; Jacobs, 1984; Gold et al., 1986; 751 

Hirai et al., 1999; Lancaster et al., 2018).  This suggests that nodal bottlenecks may be 752 

particularly vulnerable sites for neurofilament accumulation in disease.  Our present data 753 

suggest that such accumulations could arise due to a defect in the mechanisms that accelerate 754 

neurofilaments in nodal constrictions. 755 

 756 

While not the focus of this study, two additional features of our data are worth noting.  First, our 757 

modeling predicts that neurofilaments in nodes and internodes pause on average 96.4% and 758 

99.5% of the time, respectively.  Thus, pausing dominates the transport behavior of 759 
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neurofilaments in these axons, even in nodes.  This is consistent with our computational 760 

modeling of radioisotopic pulse-labeling and pulse-escape experiments, which have predicted 761 

that neurofilaments spend 95-99% of their time pausing in motor axons of distal mouse sciatic 762 

nerve and in internodes of myelinated axons in culture (Brown et al., 2005; Craciun et al., 2005; 763 

Jung and Brown, 2009; Li et al., 2012; Monsma et al., 2014). The dominance of pausing in the 764 

axonal transport of neurofilaments explains the slow average rate of movement of these 765 

cargoes (Brown, 2000, 2003).  Nonetheless, it is remarkable how dynamic the neurofilament 766 

array is.  For example, on average 60% of the fluorescent filaments had departed the nodal 767 

activated regions in only 30 minutes in our experiments, and our computational analysis 768 

predicted an average off-track pause time of  in nodes and 769 

 in internodes. Thus, while the filaments spend most of their time pausing, they are 770 

continually cycling between the moving and pausing states with average pause times on the 771 

order of 1-2 hours. 772 

 773 

A second notable feature of our data is that the neurofilament transport exhibited no obvious 774 

directional bias.  In the movies, this was manifested as a roughly symmetrical blurring of the 775 

activated regions in both anterograde and retrograde directions, as we have reported previously 776 

for myelinated axons in cell culture (Monsma et al., 2014). This is consistent with experimental 777 

evidence that neurofilament transport is bidirectional in cultured neurons (Wang et al., 2000; 778 

Uchida and Brown, 2004; Uchida et al., 2009) and also in vivo (Glass and Griffin, 1991; Watson 779 

et al., 1993; Glass and Griffin, 1994), as well as with prior computational modeling of 780 

radioisotopic pulse-labeling experiments which suggested that the filaments spent about 45% of 781 

their time moving retrogradely in distal motor axons of adult mice (Brown et al., 2005; Jung and 782 

Brown, 2009). 783 

 784 

Though we have not yet performed fine-scale kinetic mapping across nodal constrictions, the 785 

abrupt transition in neurofilament number in the juxtaparanodal regions implies that there are 786 

equally abrupt transitions in neurofilament transport kinetics.   Little is presently known about the 787 

regulation of neurofilament transport.   There is evidence that neurofilament phosphorylation 788 

correlates with a slowing of neurofilament transport in vivo (Archer et al., 1994; Nixon et al., 789 

1994; Toyoshima and Komiya, 1995; Sanchez et al., 1996; Jung et al., 2000; Sanchez et al., 790 

2000) and that phosphorylation slows neurofilament transport in cultured neurons by increasing 791 

neurofilament pausing (Ackerley et al., 2000; Ackerley et al., 2003). There is also one report that 792 

phosphoepitopes on neurofilaments are reduced at nodes of Ranvier (Mata et al., 1992).  Thus, 793 
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the acceleration of neurofilaments in nodes could be caused by signaling mechanisms that 794 

transiently dephosphorylate neurofilaments. For example, it is possible that neurofilament 795 

dephosphorylation in nodes could increase the affinity of these polymers for their motors 796 

resulting in longer runs and shorter pauses.  However, since neurofilament phosphorylation also 797 

influences the space-filling properties of these polymers (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2004), and since 798 

neurofilaments tend to be spaced closer together in nodes (Price et al., 1988; Hsieh et al., 799 

1994), it is also possible that this decrease in phosphorylation reflects the increased 800 

neurofilament packing density and is unrelated to their transport behavior.  To complicate things 801 

further, a decrease in neurofilament phosphorylation has also been reported in locally 802 

demyelinated axons, but in that study it was associated with a slowing of neurofilament 803 

transport, not an acceleration (de Waegh et al., 1992). 804 

 805 

A second possible mechanism for the nodal acceleration of neurofilaments is that it is a simple 806 

consequence of the proximity of the neurofilaments to their microtubule tracks.  Like any cargo, 807 

neurofilaments can only move if they are adjacent to a track.  In internodes of large myelinated 808 

axons, neurofilaments greatly outnumber microtubules (Friede and Samorajski, 1970; Price et 809 

al., 1988; Reles and Friede, 1991) and consequently many internodal neurofilaments are not 810 

adjacent to a microtubule.  However, the fact that there is no reduction in microtubule number in 811 

nodes (Tsukita and Ishikawa, 1981; Reles and Friede, 1991; Hsieh et al., 1994) (Fig. 1) means 812 

that the neurofilament-to-microtubule ratio decreases locally in nodes, as does the average 813 

distance between neurofilaments and their microtubule tracks.  This effect could be 814 

compounded by the increased neurofilament packing density in nodes.  Collectively, these 815 

organizational changes in the cytoskeleton may have the effect of increasing the probability that 816 

neurofilaments interact with their tracks, decreasing the average pause time and increasing the 817 

average velocity of neurofilament transport in nodal constrictions. According to this model, the 818 

continuity of microtubules across nodes of Ranvier may be critical to ensure that neurofilaments 819 

can navigate these axonal bottlenecks.   820 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 1059 

 1060 

Fig. 1.  Diagram of neurofilament and microtubule organization across a node of Ranvier 1061 

This drawing is based on electron microscopic studies of mouse and rat peripheral nerve axons  1062 

(Tsukita and Ishikawa, 1981; Price et al., 1990; Reles and Friede, 1991; Perrot et al., 2007).  1063 

Neurofilaments and microtubules are represented by thin and thick black lines, respectively.  1064 

The axon diameter is 2-3 fold smaller in the paranodal and nodal regions compared to the 1065 

flanking internodes. Numerous neurofilaments terminate in the juxtaparanodal regions on either 1066 

side of the node, resulting in a marked reduction in neurofilament number within the node.  In 1067 

contrast, there is no reduction in microtubule number, suggesting that single microtubules run 1068 

continuously across the node from one internode to the next.    1069 

  1070 

Fig. 2.  The Thy1-paGFP-NFM transgenic mouse 1071 

A, The transgene construct consisted of the promoter (837 bp), first exon (424 bp), first intron 1072 

(2183 bp), and complete 5’ noncoding region of the second exon (23 bp), of the human thymus 1073 

cell antigen 1 (Thy1) gene upstream of the cDNA for the paGFP-NFM fusion protein and 3’ 1074 

SV40 polyadenylation signal sequences (pA). Digestion with NotI and PvuI restriction 1075 

endonucleases generated a 7.6 kb linear DNA fragment that was used to generate the 1076 

transgenic mice.  B, Wild type and heterozygous Thy1-paGFP-NFM transgenic male sibling 1077 

mice at 24 weeks of age.  C, Brains of wild type and heterozygous Thy1-paGFP-NFM 1078 

transgenic male sibling mice at 12 weeks of age, mid sagittal section.  The images were 1079 

acquired in the same imaging session using identical illumination and exposure settings and the 1080 

fluorescence intensities were scaled identically to allow direct comparison.  Upper panels: 1081 

brightfield illumination. Lower panels: epifluorescence illumination using violet light.  Each panel 1082 

is a montage of two images spliced together along the diagonal dashed line.    Note the bright 1083 

paGFP fluorescence in the anterior commissure, fornix and corpus callosum (arrow), and fainter 1084 

diffuse fluorescence in other regions including the cerebral cortex, cerebellar white matter, and 1085 

brain stem.   1086 

 1087 

Fig. 3.  Expression of the paGFP-NFM fusion protein 1088 

A, Western blotting of total protein from brain (“Total”) and from a brain fraction enriched for 1089 

neurofilaments from myelinated axons using the axonal flotation method (“Float”).  Staining with 1090 

NFM antibody revealed a band corresponding to NFM in wild type mice (“wt”) and two bands 1091 

corresponding to endogenous NFM and the paGFP-NFM fusion protein in age-matched 1092 
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heterozygous Thy1-paGFP-NFM mice (“het”).  Double-staining with GFP antibody confirmed 1093 

that the upper band was the fusion protein.  Color overlay: NFM in magenta, GFP in green, 1094 

overlap appears white.  Markers: 100, 150 and 250kD.  B, Coomassie (CBBR) protein stain of a 1095 

gel obtained by SDS-PAGE of the protein samples in A.  The paGFP-NFM fusion protein can be 1096 

detected in the heterozygous transgenic mice.  Markers: 100, 150 and 250kD.   C, Western 1097 

blotting of total protein extracted from various neuronal tissues of age-matched wild type and 1098 

heterozygous Thy1-paGFP-NFM mice.  Note that the expression of the paGFP-NFM fusion 1099 

protein was highest in the cerebrum and lowest in the sciatic nerve.  Three loadings of the 1100 

sciatic nerve sample are shown (1x, 2.5x and 5x) to facilitate detection.  Markers: 100, 150 and 1101 

250kD.   D, Quantification of the relative intensity of NFM and paGFP-NFM in sciatic nerve for 1102 

the three loadings shown in C (log-log plot).   The curves are linear with respect to relative 1103 

loading, yielding a ratio of 1:60 paGFP-NFM:NFM.  This indicates that in sciatic nerve the 1104 

paGFP-NFM protein is expressed at 1.6% of the level of endogenous NFM protein.   E, Western 1105 

blotting of total protein extracted from sciatic nerve and various non-neuronal tissues.  The 1106 

membrane was cut in half.  The top half was stained for NFM and the bottom half was stained 1107 

for -tubulin as a loading control.  The loading was equivalent in wet weight for each tissue 1108 

except for the sciatic nerve, which was diluted 10-fold relative to the other samples.  Markers: 1109 

50, 75, 100, 150 and 250kD.  1110 

 1111 

Fig. 4.  Mitochondrial movement in tibial nerve explants 1112 

A-D, Excerpts from a time-lapse movie of mitochondria in myelinated axons of tibial nerve 1113 

excised from an adult Thy1-CFP-MitoS transgenic mouse and maintained on the microscope 1114 

stage with constant perfusion of oxygenated saline.  This field of view contains two myelinated 1115 

axons expressing cyan fluorescent mitochondria.  Some of the mitochondria were stationary 1116 

during the period of observation (e.g. the mitochondrion highlighted in green) and others were 1117 

motile (e.g. the mitochondrion highlighted in magenta). In general, the motile mitochondria 1118 

tended to be shorter in length.  Note that a Schmidt-Lanterman Cleft is visible in the myelin 1119 

sheath in the center of the field of view (white arrowheads in A).  Widefield epifluorescence 1120 

microscopy.  Scale bar=5 μm. 1121 

 1122 

Fig. 5.  Quantification of mitochondrial flux in tibial nerve explants 1123 

Scatter plots of mitochondrial motility in myelinated axons of tibial nerves excised from adult 1124 

Thy1-CFP-MitoS transgenic mice (33-35 weeks of age) and maintained on the microscope 1125 

stage with constant perfusion of oxygenated saline.  For each axon, we drew three lines 1126 
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perpendicular to the long axis of the axon and spaced about 13 μm apart and then counted the 1127 

number of mitochondria that crossed these lines in a 2-minute time period.  Each data point 1128 

represents the average flux for a single axon.  In total we analyzed 111 axons in 38 movies from 1129 

the tibial nerves of three different mice. Total number of motile mitochondria counted=2391. A, 1130 

Anterograde movements.  B, Retrograde movements.  C, Total movements (anterograde plus 1131 

retrograde).   Linear regression analysis revealed no decline in the motility over a 3-hour period 1132 

(20-186 minutes post mortem).    1133 

 1134 

Fig. 6.  Photoactivation of nodal and internodal regions of axons in tibial nerve 1135 

A-D, An internode. E-H, A node of Ranvier.   A,E, Bright-field images.  The yellow region shows 1136 

the area that was activated.  B,F,  Images of the paGFP fluorescence prior to photoactivation.  1137 

C,G,  Images of the paGFP fluorescence immediately after activation.  D,H,  Schematic 1138 

diagrams showing the activated axonal regions (light grey) and the myelin sheath morphology 1139 

(dark grey).  The white arrowheads mark the Schmidt-Lanterman incisures in A and D and the 1140 

dramatic and abrupt constriction of the axon in the nodal and paranodal regions in E, G and H.  1141 

Note the patches of autofluorescence in the paranodal myelin sheath, which were often 1142 

observed.  The origin of this autofluorescence is unclear but it was present prior to activation (F) 1143 

and did not interfere with our analyses because it was located outside of the axon. Scale bar=10 1144 

μm. 1145 

 1146 

Fig. 7.  A pulse-escape experiment in a contiguous node and internode 1147 

A-H, An internode.  I-P, Node of Ranvier.  A,I, Bright-field images.  B,J, Images of the paGFP 1148 

fluorescence prior to photoactivation.  C,K,  Images of the paGFP fluorescence immediately 1149 

after activation. The fluorescence is about 10-fold brighter in the internode than in the node due 1150 

to the reduction of neurofilament number in the nodal constriction.  D-H, L-P, Images acquired 1151 

at intervals of 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 minutes after photoactivation.  The white arrowheads mark 1152 

the node of Ranvier in I-P. The images were acquired using identical illumination and exposure 1153 

settings and the fluorescence intensities were scaled identically to allow direct comparison.  The 1154 

intensities of the fluorescence images are scaled identically to allow direct comparison of the 1155 

fluorescence intensities; the node appears relatively faint because it has a lower neurofilament 1156 

content.  Note the proximal and distal ends of the nodal and internodal activated regions 1157 

become blurred over time due to the anterograde and retrograde movement of the fluorescent 1158 

filaments. The fluorescence in the nodes dispersed within tens of minutes, whereas a significant 1159 

fraction of the fluorescence in the internodes remained even after 60 minutes. Scale bar=10 μm. 1160 
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 1161 

Fig. 8.  Pulse-escape kinetics in contiguous nodes and internodes 1162 

A-D, Examples of the pulse-escape kinetics for contiguous nodes (green) and internodes 1163 

(magenta) along 4 different axons. The fluorescence intensity on the y-axis is normalized to the 1164 

intensity immediately after photoactivation.  E, Average decay kinetics for contiguous nodes and 1165 

internodes along 10 axons. The asterisks denote a statistically significant difference (p = 0.0002 1166 

at t=2.5 min, 0.001 at t=5 min, 0.0001 at t=10 min, 0.00008 at t=15 min, 0.00007 at t=30 min; 1167 

two-tailed paired t test). The lines on each graph are double-exponential curve fits of the form 1168 

.  1169 

 1170 

Fig. 9.  Inhibition of glycolysis blocks neurofilament transport 1171 

A, Average pulse-escape kinetics of nerves that were dissected and imaged in the presence or 1172 

absence of glycolytic inhibitors (5.6 mM deoxyglucose and 0.5 mM iodoacetate), as described in 1173 

the Methods. The nerves were exposed to the inhibitors for 20-30 min before the start of the 1174 

pulse-escape experiment.  Bright-field microscopy confirmed the slowing or cessation of 1175 

organelle movement in the nerves by this time.  The control data (green) are the average of 8 1176 

axons from 4 different animals and the test data (magenta) are the average of 5 axons from 3 1177 

different animals. The asterisks denote a statistically significant difference (p = 0.003 at t=5 min, 1178 

0.005 at t=10 min, 0.008 at t=15 min, 0.001 at t=30 min; two-tailed t test for samples with 1179 

unequal variances). The lines on each graph are double-exponential curve fits of the form 1180 

.  1181 

 1182 

Fig. 10.  Morphometric analysis 1183 

Morphometric data for the nodes, internodes and proximal and distal juxtaparanodes of the 10 1184 

axons analyzed using the pulse-escape method in Fig. 8.  A, Average axon diameter.  B, 1185 

Average axon cross-sectional area calculated from the diameter assuming a cylindrical shape.  1186 

C, Average fluorescence intensity immediately after photoactivation, which is a measure of the 1187 

relative neurofilament content.  On average the axons were constricted 6.8-fold in the nodes 1188 

and exhibited a 7.6-fold decrease in neurofilament content. 1189 

 1190 

Fig. 11.  Computational modeling of the pulse-escape kinetics 1191 

A, Average decay kinetics for contiguous nodes (green) and internodes (magenta) from Fig. 8E. 1192 

The curves represent the “best fit” to the model. B, Schematic of the six-state model of 1193 

neurofilament transport from Jung and Brown (2009) showing the rate constants that govern the 1194 
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transitions between the moving and pausing states. C, Table of the rate constants for the 1195 

optimized simulations that are shown in A.  D, Table of the kinetic parameters calculated using 1196 

the expressions in the Methods (Eqs. 4 and 7). The reversal rates  and  cannot be 1197 

determined because measurements of the loss of fluorescence from the activation window are 1198 

blind to the direction of neurofilament departure. 1199 
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